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PRESS RELEASE – Century Pacific’s Tuna and Coconut Facilities Now Over 60% Powered by
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Please be informed that Century Pacific Food Inc (CNPF) is issuing the attached press release entitled
“Century Pacific’s Tuna and Coconut Facilities Now Over 60% Powered by Clean Energy.”

Very Truly Yours,

JENIFER MAE SAN JUAN - TECSON
Investor Relations Manager

CENTURY PACIFIC’S TUNA AND COCONUT FACILITIES
NOW OVER 60% POWERED BY CLEAN ENERGY
ENERGIZED BY THE SUN

Century Pacific Food, Inc. (CNPF), one of the Philippines’ leading
branded food companies, has completed the commissioning of its
5.2-MW Solar Photovoltaic (PV) Plant in General Santos City in
June 2021.
General Santos City, located in South Central Mindanao, houses
CNPF’s tuna and coconut manufacturing operations, including the
production of its flagship brand Century Tuna and its fast-growing
coconut brand Coco Mama.

The Solar PV Plant augments the Company’s usage of clean energy and now supplies up to 15% of its
energy requirements. Previously, the Company’s tuna and coconut facilities predominantly utilized clean
energy sourced from a hydroelectric power plant through the grid. With the commissioning of the solar
plant, more than 60% of its electricity now comes from clean energy sources.
Teddy Kho, Vice President and General Manager for Century Pacific’s tuna OEM business said, “Reducing
our environmental footprint is a key thrust in our sustainability program at CNPF. As our business
continues to grow, it is imperative that we invest in initiatives that will protect our planet. This is our
contribution to sustainable development and is, ultimately, the only way we can ensure the longevity of
our business. We are in it for the long haul.”
CNPF invested P200M to build its new Solar PV system, which can generate an annual potential energy of
7.4 million kWh, enough to power a thousand households annually. The solar PV plant effectively offsets
6,000 metric tons of carbon dioxide every year or about 23 million kilometers worth of emissions for an
average passenger car.
With the rapidly growing potential of clean and renewable energy in the Philippines, CNPF continues to
uphold its commitment to investing in its environmental, social, and governance (ESG) practices and
continues to value long-term sustainability development.
The integration of the solar PV system project is part of the bigger sustainability plan of CNPF to contribute
to the overall carbon footprint reduction and energy efficiency initiatives of the country. Last September

2020, the Company’s coconut subsidiary signed a partnership with Friends of Hope to donate 100,000
quality seedlings a year for the next five years to smallholder coconut farmers. In addition to expanding
long-term coconut supply in the region, planting the coconut trees will sequester about 416,680 metric
tons of greenhouse gas emissions over the next eight years. As a result, CNPF’s coconut subsidiary aims
to be “carbon-neutral” by 2028.
Kho added, “Our initiative to partly power our facilities by the sun equates to our products being produced
via clean energy sources. This gives our consumers an opportunity to contribute to a sustainable way of
life.”

About CNPF
Century Pacific Food, Inc. (PSE: CNPF) is one of the Philippines' largest branded food and beverage companies. It is
primarily engaged in the manufacturing, marketing, and distribution of processed marine, meat, milk, and coconut
products. With an established track record in brand-building spanning more than 40 years, it has developed a roster
of household names which include Century Tuna, Argentina, 555, Angel, and Birch Tree. These brands of the
Company hold market leading positions locally and are growing their presence abroad. Further, the Company also
operates as one of the Philippines' leading providers of private label tuna and coconut products for export overseas.
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